
  

 

                                       AJEETH K 
                                                              28,Bharathiar street,karaikal               
                                                                           9952270523 
                                  ajithkumar200797@gmail.com 
                          www.linkedin.com/in/ajeeth-kumar-59279414a                                 

Objective  

To seek a job which will give me an opportunity to explore my chemical engineering ideas and 
thoughts for the devlopment of the company and to obtain a challenging position in a high 
quality engineering environment where my  academic skills will add value to organizational 
operations. 

Skills 

 Knowledge of chemical engineering 
research strategies from academics 

 Able to work in a fast paced environment 

 Able to manage time efficiently 

 Able to handle pressure 

 Able to resolve critical problem 

 

Education 
 
Qualification School/college CGPA/ 

%marks 

Year of passed 

out 

SSLC/10th St.Mary’s higher 

secondary school 

96.2 2013 

HSC/12th Thanthai periyar 

government higher 

secondary school 

86.58 2015 

B-Tech in chemical 

engineering 

Pondicherry 

engineering college 

9.04(CGPA) or 

85.4% 

2019 
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Technical Skills 

 MATLAB 

 Polymath 

 HTRI  

 Microsoft office suite 

Areas of interest 

 Heat transfer 

 Mass transfer 

 Fluid mechanics 

 Chemical reaction engineering 

Achivements 

 Cleared “GATE-2019” examination 

 Did a project on “extraction of citrus oil from sweet orange peels using newly developed 
distillation like column” 

 Attended “MATLAB” and “HTRI” workshop at “Alchemy-2018” conducted by National institute 
of technology(NIT)- trichy. 

 Completed “basics of french” and “use of french” language course at Pondicherry university 

 Did a project on “bioremediation of oils”(theoretical). 

 Completed “general aptitude” and “general communication” test conducted by “Training and 
placement centre” at Pondicherry engineering college. 

 Student member of “All india association of chemical engineers”(AICHE). 

 Participated in training program on “Healthy learning” organized by health, hygiene and 
environment club of PEC. 

 Visited “BHAVINI” nuclear power plant as industrial visit for one day.  

Languages known 

 English(read ,write ,speak) 

 Tamil(read,write,speak) 

 French(read,write) 

Hobbies 

 Playing cricket 

 Playing chess 

 Reading books 
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Personal information: 

Name: Ajeeth K 
Date of birth: 20-07-1997 
Father’s name: Kumaravelu R 
Father’s occupation:Buisness 
Mother’s name: Devaki K 

 

Declaration: 

               I hereby declare that all the above mentioned information given by me is true and 
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 
 
 
                                                                                                                           by 
Place: Karaikal                                                                                             Ajeeth K   
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